Outcome indicators
Health service indicators (previously called performance indicators) are numbers derived from routinely collected data that are promoted by the Department of Health as a way of comparing the work of health care providers. 4 One of their limitations is that they relate more to process than to outcome'6-that is, they tell us little about what is achieved for patients and their health. Outcome indicators, by contrast, show how far a service has achieved its objectives. 7 Current interest in outcome indicators owes much to recent pressure from government8-'0 but has also been fuelled by the frustration of clinicians with process oriented health service indicators, and interest will surely grow with the division between providers of hospital care and purchasers." Outcome indicators will be needed by purchasers if they are to choose between hospitals on the basis of quality as well as cost,'" and providers will want similar information so that they know about the effectiveness and efficiency of their services. As the government is implementing its proposals "at an amazing speed"'2 the need to develop outcome indicators is urgent.
Pros and cons of readmission rates
Hospital information systems were not designed to measure outcomes and so there are few routinely available outcome indicators. Death rates in hospital have been proposed,'3 but their drawbacks are immense,'4 and the suggested use of readmission rates'`3 is therefore attractive. Readmissions cause wide concern,'5 16 they are more common than deaths in hospital, and they occur in all inpatient specialties. Furthermore, identifying readmissions in England and Wales is now fairly easy with the hospital information systems based on Korner data introduced in 1987. '7 Before readmission rates are used as an outcome indicator, however, their limitations must be assessed. Firstly, they share with other indicators several limitations of method including errors in hospital data, '8 Readmission proportion (sensitivity) The second aspect of validity that must be considered relates to cell "c" in table I: how many patients with avoidable adverse outcomes are not counted as readmissions, not because of cross boundary flows but because they are not readmitted to hospital anywhere? This issue of false negatives has been ignored in published reports, presumably because it is impossible to measure from hospital data. Yet we know that false negatives must exist. The numerous published reports on variations in hospital admissions make it clear that for most diseases admission rates obtained from hospital admission rates are a poor guide to the incidence of diseases in the community.'828 Other factors affect admission to hospital including patient behaviour, the extent of lay care, primary care services, the clinical judgment of hospital doctors, the availability of beds, and so on. For a given level of morbidity after discharge we can therefore be confident that the readmission proportion will vary among different hospitals.
Making comparisons and assumptions
Readmission rates may be used to compare hospitals' outcome rates only if we have two extra pieces of information: the proportion of readmissions that are avoidable (the avoidability proportion) and the proportion of patients with adverse outcomes who are readmitted (the readmission proportion). Unfortunately, these can only be estimated with local ad hoc research and cannot be derived from routinely collected data.
The following hypothetical example illustrates the importance of knowing the avoidability and readmission proportions before comparing outcome between two hospitals. Table II shows the position for hospitals A and B, both with 2000 discharges in one month. Hospital B, perhaps with less pressure on beds, had fewer patients with adverse outcomes and yet readmitted more of them. It thus had the higher readmission rate (6-0% v 5 0%) despite the lower rate of avoidable adverse outcome rate (2 5% v 4 8%). It had the worse health service indicator but would have been in the unenviable position of being unable even to investigate the alleged problem.
Conclusions
Certainly, many readmissions represent a failure of the best care,'5 6 and unplanned readmission might usefully form the focus of medical audit.I" As readmission rates are now measurable there is growing interest in their use as an outcome indicator.
Ideally, outcome indicators should be chosen that measure genuine service objectives.2 7 When that is not possible and proxy indicators are used it is crucial that the issue of validity is recognised; otherwise "perverse incentives" will be generated. (As a readmission rate can be altered by changing the threshold for readmission its use as an outcome indicator may encourage clinicians not to readmit patients who need to be in 
